Special Event Fee Schedule

Description of Event Types:
Coastal Dependent Public Charitable Events- events that are directly associated with fundraising for
the entity which is established as a not-for profit corporation and which has been granted Federal taxexempt status and is coastal dependent.
●Staging as agreed by Harbor Manager
●Allows for advertisement of event

# of
People

Fee

Restrictions

1-150
151-200**

Additional support costs charged
as
needed. Commercial
$76
enterprise
associated with
$176
charitable event must apply for
separate permit.

less than 50
50-100
101-200**

$588
$765 Additional support costs charged
$883 as needed

Catered or Commercially Supported Private Events- events that restrict the general public's access to
a site, by either physical barriers or by personnel or otherwise restrict the general public. (limited to 8
hours*)
less than 50
●may not take up more than 50% of space on beach between water mark and revetment
50-100
101-200**

$588 allows set-up of tables, chairs,
$765 bbq grills and beach cabanas not
$883 to exceed 13' by 13'

Wedding Ceremonies- event in which two people are being married by a third person while at least one
witness is in attendance. (limited to 4 hours*)
less than 50
●includes vow renewals
50-100
●no amplified music allowed
101-200**

$471 allows set-up of 1chair per
$674 person, 1 canopy, a runner and
$765 an archway.

Public Non-Charitable and Non-Coastal Dependent Events- events designed for public participation
which are not directly associated with charitable fundraising or are not coastal dependent.
●Staging as agreed by Harbor Manager
●Allows for advertisement of event

Multi-Session Class/Activity- a class or activity (limited to 2 hours) organized by an individual, nonprofit organization, social group, or for-profit business which occurs over one to four days during a two
less than 50
month time period. Includes commercial activities that do not require any set-up or use of
commercially owned equipment (e.g. fitness class with no equipment, bring your own dive equipment
for dive instruction)

$76

less than 50

$176

●Allows for up to four 2-hour classes in a 60 day period

Private Gatherings- event that is privately organized (by a natural person), 50 or more people
gathered, event is not catered, not affiliated with or enlists services of commercial enterprise, does not
require support staff.
50-150
Public Non-Charitable Coastal Dependent - event that is coastal dependent and is organized by a
group, club or school (e.g. Hobi Cat races), and is not affiliated with or enlists services of commercial
enterprise, does not require support staff.
Notes:
*Every hour above limit is charged an additional $100 per hour.
**Over 200 people are charged $100 per every 100 people.
Non-profit organizations must submit proof of federal tax-exempt status.

individual, non-profit, social
group, or coastal dependent
for-profit and non-coastal
dependent

151-200**

allows beach blankets, coolers,
$76 bring your own beach chairs,
$176 bring your own food.

1-150
151-200**

$142 per day fee (0 to 8 hrs = 1 Day)
$341 per day fee (0 to 8 hrs = 1 Day)
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